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Sunday, June 30 of 2013

DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

My dears:

An important universal and celestial movement is happening today because  six consecutive months
are completed in which My Sacerdotal Consciousness has descended from the Heaven of My Father
to daily encounter with you, My little and beloved flock in redemption.

For this reason today I am mercifully present together with My first representative on the Earth and
the ambassador of Peace: the Apostle Saint Peter. Today I want that, after these six months of
infinite mercies each one of My companions meditate and reflect from the consciousness on the
mature steps of surrender and faith that you have been able to take towards My Sacred Heart. I want
that you meditate on your beloved interest for My daily Instructions. Within the six next months,
during which you will once again see My Beloved Presence, this last cycle will be fulfilled.

After your inner study of consciousness I want that you comprehend and perceive what is it that has
happened in each one of you and what were the true fruits that were born in your hearts. Today I do
not call your attention but I call you to the awakening of spiritual maturity.

You know, My friends, that the world is going through a grave spiritual crisis; that each day that
passes has repercussions in all of the beings and in the definitive decisions of life. It is a path to the
great Universal Judgment that will come for all humanity. A judgment is Mercy and Grace because
through the cause of pity and service for which you work, many will achieve Mercy.

In this way today I reveal to you My Heart in pain for the great sins of the world, those which grow
more rapidly than the quantity of prayers that are offered.

After these six months of daily messages I am removing My children from the garden and I am
bringing them to the firsts steps of maturity and of the true wisdom for your spirits.

On this day may your consciousness detain itself to meditate on this important Christic call to cross
the portal with maturity towards My Sacred Heart.  God hopes that His children grow up in faith, in
hope, so that you may awake reverence in your beings each time that you pray together with Me at
three in the afternoon. 

It is the moment for you to achieve Mercy and to stop aspiring for it. It is the moment of advancing
as a mature disciple. It is the moment to be awakened in life and in consciousness so that you may
recognize the difference between My Coming and that of the one who will use My garment in order
to convince My flocks.

We are in a time of spiritual battle because it is through mature spirits that will be defined the
victory of the Kingdom of Heavens upon all the face of the Earth.

Now has arrived your inner moment. I hold you above all things because the New Christs will be
born from few and many will lose themselves on the path because of their own ideas. You
only must obey the Great Inner Light of the Lord.
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Under the Mercy of the Father, be blessed.

Thank you for persisting and for living My instructions from the heart!

Christ Jesus, the Savior. 


